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ORDER IDEALS IN CATEGORIES

AURELIO CARBONI AND ROSS STREET

In the program to develop enriched category theory in a topos <f it
seems worthwhile to study the two particular bases Ω and R+; that is, the
ordered objects of truth values and of non-negative extended reals with
their appropriate monoidal structures. Categories in $ enriched in Ω are
ordered objects in <f, and it is this example we wish to study here.

Categories in $ enriched in R+ are metric spaces in S [8] and the
relevant R+ has been studied in [10]. Since ordered objects occur at the
very foundations of elementary topos theory, they have already been
extensively studied (especially by Mikkelsen [9] and Brook [3]). However,
our purpose is to emphasize the enriched-category viewpoint to give a
guide to further development of the program.

Ordered objects can be defined without Ω, of course, and much of the
theory can be developed in a category S much more general than a topos.
Our first two sections take this general approach. The first section deals
with ideals in a regular category; from the enriched-category viewpoint
these are the modules (= bimodules = profunctors = distributors). There
is a bicategory lά\(i) of ordered objects and ideals. The first key result is
that an ideal has a right adjoint if and only if it is locally principal. This
means that locally principal ideals play the role that cauchy sequences
play in metric space theory [8]. The question of whether every ordered
object is "cauchy complete" thus becomes the question of whether locally
principal implies principal. We show that this is true precisely when S
satisfies the axiom of choice. The remainder of the first section deals with
completeness of ordered objects.

The purpose of the second section is to construct, for ordered objects
A, B, an object [A, B]* of order-preserving arrows from A to B with right
adjoints and an object [A, 5 ] * * of order-preserving arrows from A to B
with right adjoints which have right adjoints. This requires $ to be
cartesian closed.

For the final section, $ is required to be an elementary topos. For an
ordered object A, we construct the object SPA of order ideals in A which,
in enriched-category terms, is the object appropriate for receiving the
yoneda embedding. After developing sufficiently the properties of @A, we
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276 AURELIO CARBONI AND ROSS STREET

show that the cauchy completion of an ordered object A is 21A =

[Ω, έPA]** (where the subobject classifier Ω is the value of 3P at the

terminal object of d>).

For any bicategory 38, we write 36* for the sub-bicategory with the

same objects and with the arrows which have right adjoints. We write r*

for the right adjoint of a relation r when it exists. Although we do

consider right adjoints for order-preserving arrows and for ideals, we do

not use the superscript * for the right adjoints in these cases.

1. Order ideals. A relation r: A -> B in a category $ is a diagram

such that, for all arrows x, y: U -> R, if rox = roy and rxx = rxy then

x = y. An arrow a: U -> A is r-related to an arrow 6: U -> B when there

exists x: U -+ R with rox = α, rxx = 6; we write a(r)b.

An arrow e: V -> ί/ in <? is called strong epic when, for all relations

r: 4̂ -» 5 and arrows a: U -* A, b: U -> 5, if ae(r)be then α(r)fe. A

strong epic which is monic is invertible. Strong epic implies epic if S has

pullbacks.

An ordered object A of £ consists of an object Ao together with a

relation d = dA = (<i0, yί1? 6^): v40 -> Ao such that, for all a, b,c: U -> ̂ 40,

the following conditions hold:

a(dA)b, b(dA)c imply a(dA)c.

An order-preserving arrow (or functor) f: A -> 5 is an arrow /: v40 -^ JB0

in <f such that a(dA)a' implies fa(dB)fa\ For order-preserving / ,/ ' :
4̂ -> 5, put f <f when f(dB)f. With the obvious composition, we

obtain ίΛe bicategory Ord(<?) of ordered objects in S.

Objects of £ are identified with ordered objects A for which dA is the

equality relation. When S has pullbacks, each arrow h: V -> U in $ gives

an ordered object i?(Λ) = (F, J ) where ^ ( ί / ) ^ when hx = Λy. Then h:

E(h) -> {/ is order preserving.

For ordered objects A, B in <?, an /deα/ r: 4̂ -> 5 is a relation r:

^40 -> 5 0 such that a\dA)a, a(r)b, b(dB)b' imply a'(r)b'.
In order to be able to compose relations and ideals usefully, we need

conditions on the category. A category £ is called regular when:

Rl . pullbacks exist;
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R2. for all arrows a: U -> A, b: U -> B, there exists a relation
r = (r0, Ry^): A -> B and a strong epic e: U -» i? with
roe = 0, rxe = ί>;

R3. each pullback of each strong epic is strong epic.
For a regular category $, there is a bicategory Rel(<f) with the same

objects as <f, with relations r: A -> B as arrows, with a 2-cell r < r' if
ro(Γ')ri> a n ( i composition of relations r: 4̂ -> B, s: B -> C given by:
a(sr)c iff there exist 6 and strong epic e with ae(r)b and 6(5)ce.

Each /: 4̂ -> B in <̂  can be identified with (l,A,f): A -> B in
Rel(<^). It is proved in [6] that an arrow r in Rel(<f) has a right adjoint r*
iff r is isomorphic to an arrow in S. The following result of Andre Joyal
shows that our regular categories are regular in the sense of Barr [1].

PROPOSITION 1. Each strong epic in a regular category is a coequalizer.

Proof. Let p, q be the kernel pair of a strong epic e (that is, the
pullback of e, e). Then ee* = 1 and e*e = qp* in Rel(^). To show e is
the coequalizer of /?, q, take h with hp = hq. Put r = he* in Rel(<f).
Then r(eλ*) = he*eh = %?*/** = (hp)(hp)* < 1 and 1 = ee* < eh*he*
= (eh*)r. So eλ* = r* and r = A: where A: is in £. Also ke < re = he*e
= λ#p* = Λpp* < Λ implies ke = h since fce, Λ are in ^. Since e is epic,
fc is unique with ke = h. D

COROLLARY 2. 4̂w arrow r in Rel(< )̂ has a right adjoint iff there exists
a strong epic e in S such that re is isomorphic to an arrow in £.

Proof. If r has a right adjoint then e can be taken to be the identity.
Conversely, if re = h with h in $ then hp = hq for /?, 9 forming the
kernel pair of e. By Proposition 1, h = ge for some g in S. So r = ree* =

. •

For a regular category £, there is also a bicategory Idl(^) whose
objects are the ordered objects in £, whose arrows are ideals, and whose
2-cells and compositions are as for relations. The identity ideal of A is dA\
A -> A.

Each order-preserving arrow /: A -> B yields an ideal dBf: A -* B
which has a right adjoint f*dB: B -* A in Idl(<f). An ideal r: A -> B is
called principal when there exists an order-preserving arrow /: A -> i?
such that r = d#/. In general, not every ideal with a right adjoint is
principal; however, Corollary 2 generalizes.

PROPOSITION 3. An ideal r: A ^> B has a right adjoint iff there exists a
strong epic e: U -> Ao with U in $ and re: U -+ B principal.
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Proof. Suppose r—\s in Idl(<f). The unit condition dA < sr amounts
to: a(dA)a' implies there exist b and strong epic e with ae(r)b and
b(s)a'e. The counit condition rs < dB amounts to: b(s)a, a(r)b' imply
b(dB)b\ The unit condition with a = a' = 1 gives e strong epic and /
with e(r)f, f(s)e. The counit condition using fx(s)ex, together with the
ideal condition for r using ex(r)fx, yield that ex{r)bf precisely when
fx(dB)b'. Hence x(re)bf precisely when x(dBf)b'. So re = dBf. Since the
source of / is in <f, order-preservingness is automatic. So re is principal.

Conversely, suppose re = dBf with e strong epic. Put s = ef*. Then
rs = ref* = dBff* < dB. So, to prove r—\s it remains to prove dA < sr.
Suppose a(dA)a' and let x, e' form a pullback for e, a. Now x(dBf)fx
implies x(re)fx which implies ex(r)fx. Since fx(s)ex, ex = ae\
ae'{dA)a'e' and s is an ideal, we have fx(s)a'e\ So we have ex(sr)a'e'.
So α(.sr)tf' because ex = #e' and e' is strong epic by R3. D

Using the terminology of enriched category theory [3], we call an ideal
cauchy when it has a right adjoint. An ordered object X is cauchy
complete when every cauchy ideal into it is principal; it follows from
Proposition 3 that we only need to check for cauchy ideals with sources in
S. Thinking of strong epics as covers, we can interpret Proposition 3 as
saying: an ideal is cauchy precisely when it is locally principal. We say
that $ satisfies the axiom of choice when every strong epic is a retraction.

COROLLARY 4. The following three conditions on £ are equivalent:
(i) the axiom of choice;

(ii) every ordered object is cauchy complete;
(iii) every equivalence is Idl(^) is principal.

Proof, (i) => (ii) If e is a retraction then re principal implies r
principal, so Proposition 3 gives the result.

(ii) => (iii) Trivial.
(iii) => (i) If e: V -* U is a strong epic then e: E(e) -> U is an

equivalence in Idl(^). So e*: U -> E(e) is principal by (iii). Then
e* s e*ef with / in $ so ef = ee*ef = ee* = 1; so e is a retraction. D

The homomorphism

Ord(<T)co -+ Idl(*)*,

which is the identity on objects and takes / to dBf, is generally not a
biequivalence (it is iff $ satisfies the axiom of choice). Since e: E{e) -> U
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is an equivalence in Idl(^) when e is a strong epic, we obtain

Ord(*)(£(e), A)op -> Idl(^)*(£(e), Λ) - Idl(*) (E/,Λ)

taking Λ: E(e) -> ̂ 4 to dAhe*\ U -* A. Let CovU denote the ordered set
whose elements are strong epics e: V -> U (covers) with e < ef when
there exists an arrow /: V -> F ' such that e = e'/. Notice that (CovU)op

is a directed set by R3, and e ^ E{e) gives a functor 2s: CovU -» Ord(<f).
Thus we have a cone of ordered sets:

Orά{S){E- ,A)OV -> Iάί(*)*(U,A).

COROLLARY 5. For U in & and A in Ord(^) the above cone induces an
equivalence of ordered sets

colim Oτd(S>)(E(e),A)op - Idl(*)*(U,A).
e C U

Proof. To obtain the inverse assignment, take a cauchy ideal r:
U -> A. Proposition 3 gives re = dAh for some h: V ^ A and strong epic
e: V -* U. Then Λe*e < dAhe*e = re^*e = re = ί/̂ Λ; so h: E(e) -> ̂ 4 is
order preserving. D

For ideals r: A -+ C, s: B -> C, we write C(r,Λ ): B -> A for the
ideal characterized by the property:

ί < C ( r , . ϊ ) iff r / < 5

for all ideals /: B -^ A. For a general <f, the ideal C(r,s) may not exist
for all r, 5. If r is cauchy then C(r, s) is the composite of s with the right
adjoint for r\ in particular, if u: A -> C is order preserving then
C(dcu,s) = w*̂ .

PROPOSITION 6. If $* is finitely complete and each S/Ό is cartesian
closed then C(r,s) exists for all ideals r: A ^> C, s: B -* C.

Proof. For ordered objects A, B, the inclusion of \ά\($)(A, B) in
Rel^X^Q, Bo) whose value at a relation r: Ao-* Bo is the relation
(which happens to be an ideal) Ao -» Bo obtained from the internal horn
in £/A0 X Bo of the objects dλ X d0: A0X Bo-> A0X Bo and

?):R-*A0XB0.
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It is well known [7] that, under our conditions on <̂ , for each span r:
U -* W, the functor Spn(<?)(F,ί/) -> Spn(£)(V,W) obtained by com-
posing with r has a right adjoint. When r is a relation this right adjoint
induces a right adjoint to the functor Rel(*f)(F, t/) -> Rel(«?)(F,W)
given by composing with r in Rel(<f).

For ideals r: A -* C, .s: B -» C, the desired ideal C(r, s) is the value
of the right adjoint to

at s. D

Suppose r: A -> 5 is an ideal and /: B -> X is order preserving. An
r-weighted limit for f is an order-preserving arrow lim(r,/): >4 -> JSf such

PROPOSITION 7. 4̂π ordered object X is Cauchy complete iff X admits

all limits weighted by cauchy ideals.

Proof. For a cauchy ideal r: A -> B with right adjoint s, we have
B(r,f*dx) s sf*dx which is a right adjoint for ί/^/r: 4̂ -> X

If X is cauchy complete then dxfr = rf^g for some order preserving
g; so g*dx s B(rJ*dx) and g = Um(r,/).

If X admits the indicated limits consider such r with B = X. Let
g = lim(A% 1 )̂ so that g*dx s ΛJέ/^ s 5. So r = <î g is principal. D

PROPOSITION 8. For any j : A -> Bin Ord(<f), the functor

Ord(£){j, 1): Oτd(*)(B, X) -+ Qrd(^)(i4, X)

has right adjoint at f: A -> X given by ]im(j*dB,f) if this limit exists. If j
is fully faithful (i.e. dA =j*dBj) then ]im(j*dB,f)j = / .

Proof. g<lim(y*</,/) iff g*d < ]im( j*dj)*d = B(j*dJ*d) iff
j*dg*d<f*d iff (gj)*d<f*d iff gj<f. If 7 is fully faithful then
J*dBjf*dx<f*dx, so jf*dx<A(j*dBJ*dx) = ]im(j*dBJ)*dx, so
f*dx<ij*tim(j*dB9f)*dX9SQf£ Vun(j*dB9f)j. Ώ

These results relate our work to that of Bunge-Pare [5], Bunge [4] and
Street [14].

2. Objects of adjunctions. Suppose the category £ is finitely com-
plete and cartesian closed:
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For ordered objects A,B'mS, form the pullback

[A,B]o - [Λ09B0]

"> x [A19BO]X[A19BO]
[hdo)\

in which the horizontal arrows are monic. The order dB on Bo induces an
order on [Ao, Bo] and hence on [A, B]o yielding an ordered object [A, B]
satisfying:

Ord(<f )(C XA9B)& Qrd(#)(C, [A, B]).

Indeed, Ord(<f) is finitely complete and cartesian closed as a 2-category.

PROPOSITION 9. For ordered objects A, B in S, there exists an ordered
object [A, B]* with a natural equivalence of ordered sets:

6(U, [A,B\*) =- Ord(*/U)*(U XA,UxB)

(where, of course, U X A, U X B are regarded as objects of Ord( <£/[/) by
means of first projection onto U).

Proof. (This kind of result is folklore from the Ws; we indicate the
proof for lack of a suitable reference.) The identity [A #] ~* [A, B]
corresponds to "evaluation" ev :̂ [A, B] X A -> B, and the composite

[B,C] X[A,B] XA1X-^A[B,C\ XB^C

corresponds to "composition" compβ: [B, C] X [A, B] -> [A, C], The pro-
jection 1 X A ^ A gives id^: 1 -> [A, A]. Let h: H -> [B, A] X [A, B]
denote the inserter (or subequalizer) of the pair of arrows

1

[B,A]X[A9B] ^ [A, A]
compβ

in Ord(<^); this means that an arrow U -> H amounts to order-preserving
arrows /: U X A -> B, g: U X B -> A such that pr3 < g(U X f). Let k:
K ^> [A,B]X[B, A] denote the inserter of the pair of arrows.

compj

[A9B]X[B9A] - [B,B]

1
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in Ord(^). Form the pullback

[A,B)ζ -> Ko

i Ik

Ho -> [B,A]X[A,B] = [A,B]X[B,A]
h

It is easy to see that the composite of the above square with each
projection onto [A, B] and onto [By A] is monic. Let [A, B\* be the object
[A, B]J enriched by the order induced from [A, B] via the monic. The
natural equivalence is easily verified. D

There are order-preserving monies

[A,B]*^[A,B] and [A,B]* - [B,A]op

induced by the inclusion

Ord(4/U)*(U XA,UXB)-+ Ord(<?/U)(U XA,UxB)

and the right-adjoint-assigning monic

O r d ( * / U ) * ( U XA,UXB)^ O r d ( i / U ) { U XB,UX A ) .

The object [A, B]** defined by the pullback

[A,B] - [B,A]*°P

4 I

[A,B]* - [B,A]op

and the natural equivalence of ordered sets

g(υ, [A,B]**) =* Ord(^/l/)**(£/ XA,UXB)

will be used to construct the cauchy completion of an ordered object.
Notice that these universal properties of [A,B]*9 [A,B]** do de-

termine them up to isomorphism. This follows because &-* Ord((ί) is
dense; in fact, <?-• Cat(^) is dense as can be seen using the extended
Yoneda lemma [12; p. 287].

3. Cauchy completion. For this Section we assume that £ is an
elementary topos. Then £ satisfies the assumptions of the earlier sections,
including those of Proposition 6. The subobject classifier Ω is regarded as
an ordered object via that order which gives a natural equivalence of
ordered sets:

7,Ω).
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For ordered objects A, B, this equivalence (with X = Ao, Y = Bo)
enriches to a natural equivalence

Iάl(*)(A,B) = Ord(<?)(A°* X £,Ω)

where Aop denotes Ao with the reverse order (dl9 Ao, d0). Putting A =
[0>Aop, Ω], we obtain a natural equivalence

Iάί(f)(A,B) = Ord(*)(B90>A);

compare [11; pp. 172-5].
The identity of 0>A in Ord(<f) corresponds to an ideal G A: A -» Λ4

called membership. The last natural equivalence is then given by: the ideal
r: A -> 5 corresponds to the order-preserving arrow f: B -> SPA when
r = / * G^; that is,

α(r)fc iff β ( e J ) J .

The yoneda embeddingyA\ A -> ̂ ^4 is the order-preserving arrow defined
b y ^ s j t f e ^ ; that is,

α < ^ iff a(eA)yAa'.

PROPOSITION 10. (i) a( e A)fiffyAa < /.
(ii) / / ^ β < f impliesyAa < f for all a thenf < / ' .

(iv) 77ẑ  left extension ofyA alongyA is \^A in Ord(^).

Proof, (i) yAa <f iff α ^ * ^ ^ < / * G^ iff α * ^ < / * <=,A iff fa*dA

<^A iff fa* <^A (since ^ A is an ideal) iff a( e ^)/.

(ii) / < / ' iff r^Λ^Γ^A iff(a*<f*eA=>a*<f'*eA)
iff (fa* zeA=>f'a*ίeA) iit(a(eA)f=>a(eA)f') iff (yAa<f=*

(iii) p(^ Ay*)q iff (pe = yAa, a(^A)qe for some a and epic e) iff
(pe = j^α, j^α < qe for some α and epic e) iffp<q iff p(d#>A)q.

(iv) ^ < ̂  iff 1(G J Λ ^ iff 1( G ̂ xf)A: iff l ( ^ ) f c iff 1 < k. D

An ordered object X is called complete when it admits all limits
weighted by all ideals.

Put &>*A = (0>Ao*)°v = [Λ,Ω]°P and y\ = (^oP)o p: ^ -^ ^ t 4 . Then
we have an ideal B ̂ : ^ t 4 -» yl which induces an equivalence

PROPOSITION 11. For all C G Ord(^) rΛe or^rβJ ofyecto ^ C and
are both complete.
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Proof. Limits in ίP^C are obtained from composition of ideals. To see

this take an ideal r: A -> B and a functor / : B -> 0*C. Let s: B -> C be

the ideal corresponding to /: this means b(s)c iff /& < 7 c c The com-

posite ideal sr: A -* C gives a functor g: A -> &>*C with ga < y^c iff

α(sr)c. We claim that g = lim(r,/). Twice using Proposition 10(ϋ), we

have rt <f*d iff (p(t)a,a(r)b =>/? <β) iff (p(t)a, a(r)b, fb <y%c
=> p < y^c) iff (ρ(t)a, a(r)b, b(s)c => p < y^c) iff (p(t)a, a(sr)c => p

l iff (/?(/)Λ, ga<y£c=*p < y*cc) iff (/KOa ^ P ^ Sa) i f f ^ ^

Limits in ^ C are obtained from right liftings of ideals (which exist by

Proposition 6). To see this, take an ideal r: A -» B and a functor /:

B -> ̂ C . Let ̂ : C -> 5 be the ideal corresponding to /. Let g: A -> ^ C

be the functor corresponding to the ideal 2?(r, s): C -> A. One easily

verifies that g = lim(r,/). D

PROPOSITION 12. 77*e following conditions on an ordered object X are

equivalent:

(a) X is complete;

(b) y\\ X -> ̂ Xhas a right adjoint;

(c) X o p w complete;

(d) ^ : X -> &Xhas a left adjoint.

Proof, (a) => (b) lim( ̂  xΛχ)' ^X -* ^ can be verified to be a right

adjoint for y\.

(b) => (c) Condition (b) means that y^: X°* ~> ̂ ( J r o p ) has a left

adjoint. Since yχoP is fully faithful and ̂ (Xop) admits all limits (Proposi-

tion 11), a familiar argument gives that Xop admits all limits and they are

preserved by j^op.

(c) => (d) Apply (a) => (b) to X°».

(d) => (a) Apply (b) => (c) to Xo p. D

PROPOSITION 13. If X is complete then composition with yA: A -> SPA

gives an equivalence

Oτd(£)*(0>A, X) « Ord(^)(^l, X).

Furthermore, [&>A, X]* « [̂ 4, ΛΓ].

. Composition with yA: A -+ &A gives a functor

Ord(<^)(^4, X) -* Q r d ( ^ ) ( ^ , X)

which has a left adjoint by Proposition 8 and 12; the left adjoint in fact

lands in Oτά{£)*(@>A, X) since its value /: A -> X at / : A -> Jf has a
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right adjoint X -> έPA which corresponds to the ideal dxf: A -> X. Since

yA is fully faithful, this left adjoint Ord(<f)(A9 X) -» Ord(^)*(Λ4, X) is

fully faithful; since yA is dense (Proposition 10), it is surjective up to

isomorphism. Thus we have the first equivalence. To obtain the second,

apply the first in the topos S/U in place of S9 and use the denseness of

£ -> Ord( <f) with Proposition 9. D

Using Proposition lθ(iii), we see that we have a homomorphism of

bicategories

-> Ord((f )*

which is given on objects by & and on homs is the equivalence

,B) = Ord(£)(B,0>A) -

Since homomorphisms preserve adjunctions, we deduce that there is an

equivalence

Idl(<O*U, B) =- Ord(<?)**(^4, &B).

Apply this now to the ordered objects U and U X A in the topos S/JJ to

obtain:

Idl(<?)*(£/, A) = Idl(^/£/)*(t/, t/ X ̂ )

*(ί7 x Ω , ί / X

THEOREM 14. Ifoc/z ordered object A in an elementary topos £ has a

cauchy completion ΆA. In fact, ΆA = [Ω, ^^4]** is cauchy complete and

there exists a fully faithful functor nA: A -> 3,A which, for all cauchy

complete X, induces an equivalence of ordered sets

, X) -

Proof. The following equivalence is proved above:

(a) £{U,J2A) ~ldl(£)*(U,A)op.

The natural functors

<f(U,A) -
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(the first takes / to dAf and the second takes a cauchy ideal to its right
adjoint) induce fully faithful functors

between the representing objects such that mAnA = yA. The equivalence
(a) therefore takes /:£/-> ΆA to the left adjoint of the ideal f*mA G A.
There will be no ambiguity in omitting the subscripts from mA, nA> and
so on.

We shall show that the fully faithful functor

(b) !&(*)*(U, A) -> 1<Ά(*)*(U,£A)9

which takes r to dnr, is an equivalence. To see this, take a cauchy ideal s:
U-* <2A. By Proposition 3, there exist a (strong) epic e: V-* U and
arrow /: V -> 2, A with se = df. Under (a) the arrow gives a cauchy ideal
t: V -» A whose right adjoint ideal is f*m* G . So we obtain a cauchy
ideal r = te*: f/-> A, Now/*m* e «*J ^ / * m * e n*m*md = /*m* G
y*md = f*m*dmd s /*J, so, taking left adjoint ideals, we obtain J«/ =
df = se; so s = dnte* = Jwr. So 5 is, up to isomorphism, in the image of
(b).

Combining (a), (b), we obtain the equivalence

(c)
Thus 3, A is cauchy complete.

Next we show that the ideal n*d: 2,A -> ̂ 4 is cauchy. Composition
with dn is a fully faithful functor

whose right adjoint is composition with «*J. Furthermore, this adjunction
restricts to the equivalence (b). It follows that composition with n*d gives
the inverse equivalence for (b). Thus n*df is cauchy for all functors /:
U -» <2A. By Proposition 3, n*d is cauchy.

If X is cauchy complete then it admits limits weighted by n*d
(Proposition 7). The functor

(d) Ord((f )(J2A X) -> Ord(^)(Λ, X)

given by composition with n thus has a right adjoint (Proposition 8)
which is fully faithful since n is. It remains to show that (d) reflects
isomorphisms. Since every X has a fully faithful functor yx\ X -* &X
into a complete object, it suffices to prove (d) reflects isomorphisms for X
complete.
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Let m t: A -> SP^A denote the fully faithful functor induced by the
inclusion

* (U,A)op -

then y^: A -* ^"U is isomorphic to m ŵ. Suppose g,h: 2,A -» ^ί are
functors with g < h and gn = kn. Assuming X complete, we have right
extensions / ' , h'\ 0>^A -> X of g, h along m* in Ord(^) with g'rrf s g,
ΛW = Λ. So g'yf s g'mfy = gn = kn = h'rrfn = A'/1". By the dual of
Proposition 13, we have g' = Λ'. Hence g = g'nfi = A'm1^ = k. D

COROLLARY 15. (a) 0>£A = ^^1. (b)

Proof, (a) Since ^2? is cauchy complete, we have

So (a) follows.
(b) From the formula Ά- = [ Ω , ^ - ]** we see that

implies =2̂ 4 = c25. The converse follows from (a). D
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